
MAGSTATION WIRELESS CHARGER
BLACK
Wireless Charging Dock with Dual Magnet Power Bank

(MagFamily Range)

REF : CY-CY4631PBCHE

EAN : 0848116040677

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

Wake up charged

Sleep easy knowing you'll wake up every day with your tech more ready than you are. With dedicated phone and earbuds

charging, the MagStation is the morning person, so that you don't have to be.

MagStation allows you to wirelessly charge your devices simultaneously, eliminating the need for bedside clutter and

multiple charging cables and wall chargers. Simplify your charging setup and embrace each day with confidence knowing

power is always within reach.

Power up your day

A cluttered desk can lead to a less productive day. Dealing with cables sprawled across your workspace or objects

obstructing your view on video calls can be distracting.

Clear your workspace and clear your mind. MagStation is the perfect solution to declutter your desk. With adjustable

viewing for work calls and conferences, MagSation redefines efficiency and ensures your phone and earbuds are always

powered up and ready for action.

Take charge, everywhere

A busy workday won't slow down for anyone, but now you can carry the energy you need to keep your phone charged on

the go, so you never miss an important call or email.

The MagStation cradle conveniently charges the included MagMove Power Bank, simply slide your phone off the cradle with

the magnetically attached MagMove for ultimate power on the go. Ready for wherever your day may take you.

Dual connection

The MagMove Power Bank is the centre-point of the MagFamily range. Equipped with extra strong dual magnets, the

MagMove Power Bank wirelessly charges and magnetically mounts to your phone on one side, while the other side

https://tiloli.com/magmove-5-000mah-dual-magsafe-power-bank-black-cy-cy4565pbche.html
https://tiloli.com/magmove-5-000mah-dual-magsafe-power-bank-black-cy-cy4565pbche.html


seamlessly connects to the rest of the MagFamily at-home and in-car range.

Explore the MagFamily Range

Explore the MagFamily Range

STRENGTHS :

Charging dock with removeable Power Bank

Simultaneous wireless phone & earbud charging

Adjustable phone viewing angle while charging

Compatible with MagSafe technology

CHARACTERISTICS :

Input / Output MagMove Power Bank

5,000mAh Battery

Input: 18W Pogo Pin, 18W USB-C Input

Output: 20W USB-C Output, 10W Wireless Output

2x N52 Magnets

Input / Output MagStation Dock

Input: 20W USB-C Input

Output: 18W Pogo Pin Output, 5W Wireless AirPods Output, 20W Max Output.

Includes

MagMove Power Bank

1.5m USB-C Charging Cable

MagSation Dock

Instruction manual

Warranty card

Wireless Charging

Compatible with iPhone 12 and above and models that support MagSafe technology

Compatible with Qi wireless charging

Specifications

Colour: Black

5K Dual Power Bank: 70mm W x 110mm L x 16mm D, 136grams

MagSation Dock: 89mm W x 93mm L x 134mm D, 313grams

Elements

2 Years Warranty

Designed in Australia

COMPATIBILITY :

https://tiloli.com/catalogsearch/result/index/q/MagFamily/?q=MagFamily


iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Pro, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone 14 Pro Max,

iPhone 12 Mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, Smartphone, iPhone 15, iPhone 15 Pro, iPhone 15 Plus,

iPhone 15 Pro Max, iPhone 12 and later, Certified Qi


